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DISCLAIMER 
 
The contents of this report reflect the views of the authors who are responsible for the facts and 
the accuracy of the data presented herein.  The contents do not necessarily reflect the views or 
policies of the Michigan Department of Transportation or the Federal Highway Administration.  
This report does not constitute a standard, specification, or regulation. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 

At approximately 1 pm on November 23, 2004, a breakaway light standard located in the clear 
zone of southbound US-131, near eastbound I-96, north of Grand Rapids, fell onto southbound 
US-131 traffic lanes under high winds, striking a vehicle.  State police responded to the scene 
and contacted the Michigan Department of Transportation (MDOT).  The state police reported 
the accident, and indicated that the two individuals in the vehicle were injured.  The breakaway 
light standard was removed from the traffic lanes and transported to the Kent County 
maintenance facility.   
 
On December 9, 2004, a meeting was held at the MDOT Construction and Technology support 
area to discuss immediate actions and follow up inspections.  Design division estimated the total 
MDOT inventory of about 8,000 light standards statewide, including breakaway light standards.  
Of those, approximately 4,600 were prioritized for inspection, representing the best engineering 
opinion for investigation.  Due to the number of light standards and the necessity for immediate 
action, the breakaway light standards were prioritized for the first inspection wave.   
 
As a result of the December 9, 2004 meeting, a moratorium on steel screw-in foundations was 
issued as an instructional memorandum (IM).  A qualified products list (QPL), along with a 
qualification procedure and special provision, were developed for the breakaway transformer 
base.   
 
Statewide, 2,649 breakaway light standards were inspected.  The North region did not have any 
breakaway light standards.  From the inspection reports, it was determined that overall, 61 
percent of breakaway light standards statewide were in good condition, requiring no corrective 
action.  Those breakaway light standards needing corrective action numbered 36 percent.  Only 3 
percent statewide required immediate action for removal, including 15 steel screw-in 
foundations.  
 
Investigation into the breakaway light standard collapse on southbound US-131 revealed the 
following probable cause of failure.  The slots to accommodate variable bolt circle sizes on the 
steel screw-in foundation allowed movement of the anchor bolts.  The improper installation of a 
non-approved Union Metal A2852 breakaway transformer base, by not using the required anchor 
clips, resulted in minimal washer contact to the breakaway transformer base tabs.  The sloped tab 
surface promoted freedom of movement from wind force and loosening of the foundation to 
breakaway transformer base connections on all but one bolt.  Wind force was then sufficient to 
overcome the resistive force of one bolt connection and break the tab.  As the wind that day was 
gusting from the west-southwest, blowing into oncoming traffic on southbound US-131, and the 
arm (weighing 100 lbs) was cantilevered out towards the roadway, the breakaway light standard 
collapsed in the general direction of the wind and roadway. 
 
With proper maintenance, a typical breakaway light standard correctly installed on a concrete 
foundation can remain in service for at least 50 years, based on the design wind speed recurrence 
interval (MDOT Subsection 918.08).  Continued inspection will provide the margin of safety 
desired by the department, and assure the public that incidents of the type that occurred on 
November 23, 2004, will not be repeated. 
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BACKGROUND 
 

At approximately 1 pm on November 23, 2004, a breakaway light standard located in the clear 
zone of southbound US-131, near eastbound I-96, north of Grand Rapids, fell onto southbound 
US-131 traffic lanes under high winds, striking a vehicle.  State police responded to the scene 
and contacted the Michigan Department of Transportation (MDOT).  The state police reported 
the accident, and indicated that the two individuals in the vehicle were injured.  The breakaway 
light standard was removed from the traffic lanes and transported to the Kent County 
maintenance facility.   
 

Breakaway light standard inspections 
Between the period of November 24, 2004 and December 9, 2004, MDOT staff began 
investigating the cause of the failure and inspected other breakaway light standards along the 
US-131 highway corridor in the immediate 5-mile vicinity of the toppled breakaway light 
standard.  Breakaway light standards are composed of a pole, arm, breakaway transformer base, 
and foundation. A breakaway transformer base is made of cast aluminum, and has tabs on the 
bottom for mounting to the foundation, and on the top for installation of the pole.  The 
breakaway light standard that fell was bolted to a steel screw-in foundation (a steel auger-type 
casing with a base plate attached to the top).  It was noted that the breakaway transformer base 
was relatively intact except for a broken tab on the lower right corner and a scratch on one face.  
See Figure 1.  This photograph was taken after the breakaway light standard was moved to the 
shoulder area. 
 

 
 
 
Figure 1.  Toppled breakaway light 
standard that struck traffic 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Another steel screw-in foundation was located along the same corridor.  It appeared intact, with 
large wedge shaped anchor clips used to secure the breakaway transformer base to the 
foundation.  See Figure 2.  Note the presence of a lock washer under the nut, on top of the wedge 
anchor clip. 
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The foundations on other breakaway light standards in the immediate vicinity on US-131 were of 
the concrete cast-in-place type.  Other breakaway light standards in the area were noted to be in 
varied condition, and one appeared to have been struck by a vehicle recently.  The anchor bolts 
for the fallen breakaway light standard were still attached to the steel base plate, and were able to 
slide along the slotted opening, except for the one corner bolt that retained the broken breakaway 
transformer piece (wedged under the washer).  See Figure 3.   
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.  Steel screw-in foundation is shown on left and a close up of the broken breakaway transformer base tab 
on the right.  Note the slot openings in the base plate of the steel screw-in foundation.  
 
The cast aluminum breakaway transformer base is designed to break away when struck by a 
vehicle, for safety considerations.  This type of breakaway transformer base is used on 
breakaway light standards that are within the clear zone, otherwise guardrail or crash cushions 
are used to shield the light standards from errant vehicles.    MDOT standard plan for the 
breakaway light standard is shown in Figure 4.  

Figure 2.  Steel screw-in foundation in the 
vicinity along US-131 

Direction toward roadway 
and light standard collapse 
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Figure 4.  Typical design details for light standards, including breakaway transformer base. 
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The contract agency responsible for maintenance and repair of the US-131 corridor in that area is 
the Grand Rapids Public Works department (GRPW).  Review of previous accident reports 
showed that a vehicle struck the breakaway light standard on April 30, 2002.  On May 17, 2002, 
GRPW installed a new foundation using a 7-ft long, 10-in diameter, single helix, steel screw-in 
foundation because the existing concrete foundation was damaged.  The steel screw-in 
foundation used was manufactured by Aluma-Form of Memphis, TN.  GRPW used the salvaged 
pole and arm, but replaced the lamp and breakaway transformer base.  Patrick Bush, the director 
of GRPW, stated that “all of the proper materials were used and it was correctly installed” 
(WZZM TV-13 news article, 12/7/04). 
 
Contract documents for the original installation along US-131 in 1975 (CS 41131, JN 05498A) 
indicate that the breakaway light standard is intended to be mounted onto a concrete foundation.  
Currently, the MDOT 2003 standard specifications for construction, subsection 819.03.E, Light 
Standard Foundation, do not contain language prohibiting the use of steel screw-in foundations.  
Further, in subsection 819.03.F, it states that light standards “…may be installed on new 
foundations, bridges …frangible transformer bases, or other structures”.  The MDOT 
Maintenance guide (Activity # 13500) for freeway lighting states “Replace aluminum or concrete 
bases by either mixing and pouring bases or exchanging aluminum base with new one”.  At the 
time of the retrofit installation, mounting a breakaway light standard onto other than concrete 
foundation was not explicitly prohibited. 
 
On December 9, 2004, a meeting was held at the MDOT Construction and Technology support 
area to discuss immediate actions and follow up inspections.  Design division estimated the total 
MDOT inventory of about 8,000 light standards statewide, including breakaway light standards.  
Of those, approximately 4,600 were prioritized for inspection, representing the best engineering 
opinion for investigation.  Due to the number of light standards and the necessity for immediate 
action, the breakaway light standards were prioritized for the first inspection wave.  The Deputy 
Metro Region engineer was present via phone conference, and had indicated that Metro Region 
would complete their review of breakaway light standards utilizing existing maintenance forces 
by the end of January 2005.  
 
As a result of the December 9, 2004 meeting, a moratorium on steel screw-in foundations was 
issued as an instructional memorandum (IM).  A qualified products list (QPL), along with a 
qualification procedure and special provision, were developed for the breakaway transformer 
base.  The IM, with qualification procedure and special provision, is included in Appendix A. 
 
A contract authorization was activated for inspection and minor repair of the statewide (all 
except Metro Region) inventory of breakaway light standards, which was to be completed by the 
end of December 2004.  It was decided that any major deficiencies noted in the inspections 
would be handled under separate contract. 
 
 Statewide inspection results 
The consultant, Non-Destructive Testing Group, Inc (NDT), was provided with an inspection 
procedure for breakaway light standards, along with standard report forms.  The procedure and 
forms are included in Appendix B.  The inspections began on December 15, 2004, and were 
completed for all Regions except Metro by December 29, 2004.  The inspection teams 
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documented the type and condition of the breakaway light standard pole and arm, the foundation, 
the breakaway transformer base, connection details, and the anchor bolts.  During the inspection, 
each breakaway light standard location was noted and global positioning system (GPS) 
coordinates were established to create a statewide inventory of breakaway light standards.  
 
The inspection reports and photographs were individually reviewed, collated, and summary 
results entered into a spreadsheet by MDOT staff.  Within the spreadsheet, separated by Region, 
each inspection report was further classified into action items, using a color code to identify 
areas of concern.  See Table 1 for an excerpt from the Bay Region spreadsheet. 
 
Table 1.  Excerpt from inspection spreadsheet, Bay Region.  Bolt circle diameter measurements not shown. 

Lock 
Washers Group 

# 
Report 
# 

Foundation 
Type Light 

standard/
Base 

Base/ 
Found. 

Breakaway 
Transformer
Base 
Condition 

Light 
standard 
Condition 

Leveling 
Nuts 

Comments 
 

1 60 Concrete Yes No Cracked Good No Replace top bolt 
assemblies 

1 61 Concrete Yes No Good Good Yes None 
1 62 Concrete No No Good Good Yes None 
1 63 Concrete No No Good Good Yes None 
1 64 Concrete No No Good Good Yes None 

1 68 Concrete Yes No Good Dented Yes Tighten arm 
connection 

1 117 Concrete No No Good Good Yes 
Two inch shims 
screwed onto 
anchor bolts 

Immediate action  Corrective action  
Color Key: 

Damaged breakaway 
transformer base  Damaged breakaway 

light standard  

No 
action  

 

Statewide, 804 breakaway light standards were inspected in the initial contract authorization.  
Metro Region breakaway light standards were added to the consultant contract in mid-December 
2004, as the Deputy Region engineer, after further evaluation, indicated that they could not 
perform the required inspections in the necessary timeframe.  This brought the total contracted 
inspections of breakaway light standards statewide to 2,649.  The North region did not have any 
breakaway light standards.  From the inspection reports, it was determined that overall, 61 
percent of breakaway light standards statewide were in good condition, requiring no corrective 
action.  Those breakaway light standards needing corrective action numbered 36 percent.  Only 3 
percent statewide required immediate action for removal, including 15 steel screw-in 
foundations. See Table 2 for a summary. 
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Table 2.  Summary of statewide inspections of breakaway light standards. 

Statewide totals by Region Bay Grand Metro North South- 
west Superior University Totals 

Number of breakaway light 
standards inspected 367 285 1832 0 12 4 149 2649 

Number of Steel Foundations 9 5 0 0 0 0 1 15 
Number of breakaway transformer 
bases with minor defects not 
requiring corrective action1 

20 14 23 0 0 0 2 59 

Number of breakaway light 
standards with minor defects not 
requiring corrective action2 

21 13 29 0 0 0 0 63 

Number of Foundation Type 
Undetermined3 0 0 27 0 0 4 0 31 

Number of structures scheduled for 
removal (includes steel foundations) 62 8 0 0 0 0 1 71 

Number of structures with corrective 
action to be taken by Regions4 105 81 748 0 11 4 5 954 

1,2Defects in breakaway transformer bases and light standards not requiring corrective action include small dents and 
holes, and missing lock washers.  3Inspectors were unable to determine the type of foundation due to the foundation 
being buried in frozen soil.  4Structures with corrective action to be taken by Regions include defects such as dents 
and holes, and missing or improperly installed nuts and washers that necessitate repair or installation. 
 
Once the inspections were completed, the next step was to determine the breakaway light 
standards that required corrective action or removal by MDOT maintenance forces.  Due to the 
need for timely action, removal was first priority, with replacement of the breakaway light 
standards taken down and corrective action scheduled for a future date.  Each effected Region’s 
maintenance forces removed the breakaway light standards specified in the inspection reports 
(summarized in Table 2 as structures scheduled for removal).  For systematic replacement of 
breakaway light standards, a new template “Replacement of existing freeway lighting” was 
created.  Replacement will be included in new projects as selected annually by the Regions.  A 
timetable will be established and funding sources identified for Region maintenance forces to 
perform corrective action as noted in the report. 
 
The apparent discrepancy between the estimated number of breakaway light standards (4,600 
estimated at the December 9, 2004 meeting) and the actual number (2,649 inspected) is due to 
the lack of information on existing inventory at the time. 
 
The most common types of defects found are summarized in Table 3.  These items will be 
scheduled for corrective action by the Regions or by contract repair authorization.  The criteria 
for repairing the defects are summarized in Table 4. 
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Table 3.  Summary of defect type by region. 

*This represents the total number of defects; as some structures may have more than one defect, the column totals 
may not match those listed in Table 2. 
 
Table 4.  Summary of defect action criteria 

Defect Type Cause for corrective action 

Access panel door broken or missing Replacement of access panel is required to prevent access to electrical lines 
and to minimize environmental exposure. 

Dig out and regrade foreslope Removing soil around foundation minimizes exposure to harsh soil 
conditions, and allows proper inspection. 

Light standard knocked down by vehicle Replacement of the breakaway light standard is required to maintain effective 
lighting. 

Loose, improper or missing connections 
(arm, washer, nut, etc) 

Proper connections are required for the breakaway light standard to achieve 
full design capacity. 

Place on new foundation The original foundation is damaged, improperly sized, or irregular. 

Remove leveling nuts and lower structure Breakaway performance of the transformer base is dependant on mounting the 
transformer base flush to the concrete foundation. 

Replace breakaway base The breakaway transformer base is damaged from impact and remains in 
service, but for safety reasons must be replaced. 

Replace top bolt assemblies 
The bolt assemblies connecting the breakaway transformer base to the pole are 
damaged or incomplete.  Proper connections are required for the breakaway 
light standard to achieve full design capacity. 

 
Some examples of common defects found during the inspections are shown in Figure 5 through 
Figure 12.   

Frequency 

Defect type Bay Grand Metro North SW Superior University 

Percentage of 
breakaway 

light standards  
inspected 

Access panel door broken or 
missing 23 39 513 0 2 0 1 21.7% 
Dig out and regrade foreslope 0 0 11 0 0 4 0 0.6% 
Light standard knocked down 
by vehicle 0 0 17 0 0 0 0 0.6% 
Loose, improper or missing 
connections (arm, washer, nut, 
etc) 13 0 21 0 0 0 0 1.3% 
Place on new foundation 16 3 142 0 0 0 0 6.1% 
Remove leveling nuts and 
lower structure 16 3 0 0 0 0 1 0.8% 
Replace breakaway base 15 14 33 0 0 0 2 2.4% 
Replace top bolt assemblies 22 22 11 0 11 0 1 2.5% 
Total of corrective action 
items* 105 81 748 0 13 4 5 36.1% 
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Figure 5.  Missing access door. 

Figure 6.  Dig out and regrade slope. 

Figure 7.  Breakaway light standard struck by 
vehicle.
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Figure 9.  Stacked washers and incomplete nut 
engagement to the anchor bolt. 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 11.  Damaged breakaway 
transformer base. 

 
 

 

Figure 8.  Incomplete nut engagement to the anchor 
bolt. 

Figure 10.  Replacement of top bolt assembly required 
due to missing washers. 
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Figure 12.  Place on new foundation. 
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FALLEN LIGHT STANDARD INVESTIGATION 
While breakaway light standards needing removal were identified as the inspection reports came 
in weekly, and the remaining action items sorted by priority, a concurrent task in the 
investigation of the breakaway light standard collapse on US-131 involved examination of the 
steel screw-in foundation and the breakaway transformer base.  The purpose was to determine 
whether the breakaway light standard retrofit in 2002 was with hardware approved by the 
Federal Highway Administration (FHWA).  The Union Metal A2852 breakaway transformer 
base was identified by the logo and die stamp APA 2852 on the base.  See Figures 13 and 14. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A subsequent search in the FHWA database for approved breakaway transformer bases was 
conducted, both for the base on US-131, and others installed throughout the state 
(http://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/roadway_dept/road_hardware/lumsupports.htm).  The FHWA 
approval letter for the Union Metal A2852 breakaway transformer base was located by 
requesting hard copies of letters between 1976 and 1987.  The letter, included as Appendix C, 
stated that the A2852 breakaway transformer base met the breakaway requirements of the 1975 
American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) “Standard 
Specifications for Structural Supports for Highway Signs, Luminaires, and Traffic Signals,” 
provided that the light standard assembly weight was less than 1,000 lbs, luminaire mounting 
height was less than 50 ft, and the base was installed with cast iron, hot dipped galvanized 
anchor clips as specified in the shop drawings.  Acceptance letters pertaining to other 
manufacturers’ hardware were also reviewed from the above website.   
 
On January 21, 2005, the steel screw-in foundation (7-ft long, 10-in diameter, single helix) at the 
fallen breakaway light standard location on southbound US-131 was removed and salvaged by 
MDOT personnel.  The soil subsidence around the foundation was measured, as well as soil 
samples taken at 1 ft depth intervals at foundation location and at 3 ft distance away from the 
steel screw-in foundation.  The purpose was to verify the installation method of the steel screw-
in foundation, whether torque and thrust or preboring was used.  Torque and thrust method uses 
the steel screw-in foundation as an auger to drill into the ground, and the steel screw-in 
foundation is left in place.  Preboring involves simply drilling an oversized hole, placing the 
foundation, and backfilling.  The torque and thrust installation is required by the manufacturer to 

  Figure 15.  Die stamp APA 2852.  The 52 is not 
legible due to die stamp imperfection. 
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develop full structural capacity through interaction between the soil and the steel screw-in 
foundation.  Local soil conditions, however, determine the ultimate capacity.   
 
The ground immediately around the steel screw-in foundation measured 12 in below the top of 
the steel plate, and 1.5 ft away the ground measured 5 in below the top of plate.  The difference 
in elevation of 7 in indicated some subsidence or possibly soil erosion around the foundation, as 
it was located on the fore slope.  The interior of the steel shaft was observed to have soil present 
at an average depth of 43 in as measured from the top, indicating torque and thrust installation.  
Water was present inside the shaft at the auger.  The ground was frozen 5 to 6 in up from the 
shaft end.  No voids in the soil around the steel shaft were observed during removal operations, 
and helical marks were present in the soil (arrow) indicating rotation of the auger.  These factors 
indicate torque and thrust was used for installation of the steel screw-in foundation.  See Figure 
16. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 16.  Steel screw-in foundation removal.  The picture on the right is a close-up of the inset rectangle in the 
left photo.   

Helical 
marks 
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SAFETY AND PERFORMANCE CRITERIA 
 

The AASHTO “Standard Specifications for Structural Supports for Highway Signs, Luminaires, 
and Traffic Signals,” is the design code reference used by MDOT for roadside hardware.  The 
1975 AASHTO code specified a 2,230 lb passenger car as the design vehicle, and the evaluation 
criteria was defined as a maximum 1,100 pound-seconds of momentum change for the 
passenger.  The 1985 AASHTO specifications reference the National Cooperative Highway 
Research Program (NCHRP) Report 230 for crash test parameters (vehicle size, weight, speed, 
angle of impact), and acceptance criteria.  Safety performance was measured using three 
categories:  structural adequacy (as related to vehicle collisions), occupant risk, and vehicle 
trajectory after collision.  Adequate performance for the occupant risk category, for example, 
requires that the support may not cause a vehicle velocity change in excess of 15 ft/s after impact 
(Report 230, Table 8).  
 
From 1981 to 1993 the FHWA utilized Report 230 for crash testing criteria and acceptance.  
However, Report 230 was never formally recognized by the agency.  The NCHRP Report 350, 
published in May 1993, was formally adopted by the FHWA on July 16, 1993.  In Report 350, 
the primary difference from the older Report 230 is that the key criterion, maximum change in 
velocity, was set to a less stringent 16.4 ft/s (5.0 m/s), and the use of ‘standard’ soil (equivalent 
to Report 230 ‘strong’ soil).  Further, the acceptance of hardware is more reliant on crash testing 
for specific circumstances and ‘standard’ soil conditions.  For a given safety feature, there are 
multiple test levels, each of which has its own set of impact conditions.  For example, there are 
six test levels defined for longitudinal barriers.  The impact conditions for these different test 
levels vary in impact speed from 22 mph to 62 mph (35 km/h to 100 km/h) and in vehicle type 
from an 1,800 lb (820 kg) passenger car to an 80,000 lb (36,000 kg) tractor trailer unit.  Report 
350 was published in S.I. (metric) units. 
 
For breakaway structural supports, the basic test level (TL-3) impact conditions use a 1,800 lb 
(820 kg) passenger car impacting at 22 mph (35 km/h) and an angle of 0 to 20 degrees.  The 
4,400 lb (2,000 kg) pickup truck test vehicle is optional, depending on structural support 
geometry.  The 1,800 lb (820 kg) passenger car test is used to evaluate the occupant risk.  For 
some types of breakaway supports, the FHWA will accept pendulum testing and the use of the 
test results to calculate an estimate of high speed breakaway performance.  In any case, after 
October 1, 1998, FHWA required all new hardware installed to be crashworthy to Report 350.  
When FHWA adopted this standard, it allowed the maximum velocity change to be 16 ft/s 
(FHWA Policy Memorandum HNG-14, included as Appendix D).  However, breakaway 
hardware meeting earlier criteria (AASHTO 1985 or NCHRP Report 230) does not have to be 
requalified.  The breakaway transformer base used on the US-131 retrofit in May 2002, although 
certified as meeting AASHTO 1975 criteria, was not requalified to the AASHTO 1985 or 
NCHRP Report 230, or the current NCHRP Report 350 requirements, and therefore should not 
have been used. 
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DISCUSSION 
 

The Union Metal A2852 breakaway transformer base from the fallen breakaway light standard 
on southbound US-131 was examined visually for signs of premature wear or other defects.  No 
unusual wear or damage was found, other than that resulting from the disengagement from the 
foundation (broken tab and a scratch on the exterior face).  The scratch was bright in appearance, 
indicating recent placement, presumably from the collapse.  It was noted that three of the four 
breakaway transformer base tabs were intact, indicating that the breakaway transformer base had 
disengaged from the anchor bolts at those locations.  The reason for the disengagement of the 
breakaway transformer base from the steel screw-in foundation mounting nuts may be explained 
by the following. 
 
A close look at the breakaway transformer base to steel screw-in foundation connection detail 
reveals that available contact area is reduced by the recessed tab design (Figure 17).  The FHWA 
acceptance letter states that “these pole assemblies must …be secured to the anchor bolts with 
cast iron, hot dipped galvanized anchor clips, as depicted on Union Metal drawing P02-G94 
dated February 8, 1978.”  Instead of anchor clips, round washers were used to install the A2852 
breakaway transformer base.  The washer contact area available for each tab is therefore a half 
annulus of 0.3125 in width (1.0625-0.750 in), resulting in a total contact area of 0.22 in2, and on 
a 6° slope.  The section under the washer is reduced in thickness to 0.250 in, decreasing the 
ultimate static load resistance of the breakaway transformer base.   

 
The steel screw-in foundation was examined visually.  The steel screw-in foundation consists of 
a 7-ft long, 10-in diameter, ¼ in thick steel tube with a single helix auger tip, and the top surface   
is a 17½ in x 17½ in x 1½ in thick steel base plate.  The predominant characteristic noted on the 
base plate itself was the existence of slotted holes to accommodate variation in bolt circle sizes.  

Figure 17.  Shop drawing of A2852 breakaway transformer base, showing bottom tab and outline of the loose clip 
required for installation.  The picture on the right shows cross section of the base plate tab.  Note the 6 ° taper and 
recessed area for the nut in section B-B. 
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The ASTM A325, 1½ in diameter, 7-in length anchor bolts are mounted from the bottom of the 
steel plate and secured by the mounting nut for the breakaway transformer base.  See Figure 18. 

 
When the breakaway transformer base is mounted to the steel screw-in foundation, and prior to 
tightening the mounting nuts, the anchor bolt assembly is free to move along the gap in the slot 
from the breakaway transformer base tab to the outside edge of the steel screw-in foundation 
tube.   When assembled, the washer contacts only a portion of the breakaway transformer base 
tab, a ½ in gap is present along the steel screw-in foundation slot, and the washer is sloped 
greater than 6 ° (presence of gap between washer and lock washer).  See Figure 19. 

 
When the breakaway light standard is subject to wind loading and vortex shedding (resonant 
oscillations of the breakaway light standard in a plane normal to the direction of wind flow), 
movement could occur over time to work the anchor bolt washers loose, given the 6° angle, 
minimal engagement of the breakaway transformer base tabs, and existence of open slots on the 
steel screw-in foundation plate (for the variable bolt circle sizes).  The remaining three intact tabs 

Figure 19.  Reassembled Union Metal A2852 
breakaway transformer base and Aluma-Form steel 
screw-in foundation assembly.   

Figure 18.  Steel screw-in foundation.  Note the open slots used to accommodate variable bolt circle sizes. 
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on the breakaway transformer base indicate disengagement from the anchor bolts occurred at 
some point prior to the collapse. 

 
TESTING AND QUALIFICATION 

 
A 4 ft x 4 ft x 1 ft non-reinforced concrete block was used for installing galvanized threaded 
anchor rods (1 in and 1¼ in diameter), for the standard MDOT bolt circle sizes of 11 in and 13 
in.  See Figure 20.  The blocks were previously used for adhesive anchor system testing, as 
evident in the background. After certification that the product is approved for use on the NHS, 
and meeting specific MDOT criteria, the breakaway transformer base is tested for proper fit and 
sufficient tab projection beyond the nut.  The base is mounted on the anchor rods, fastened using 
washer and lock washers, and tightened to the specified torque according to the manufacturer’s 
instructions.  In addition, the base is mounted on 10° shims and fully tightened to check effects 
of foundation elevation variation. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
After the qualification procedure was established, suppliers were contacted in March 2005 to 
submit the required information for the newly created Qualified Products List (QPL).  As of 
November 2005, only one supplier has submitted the required information for evaluation.  The 
supplier, Akron Foundry Inc., of Akron, Ohio, sent four aluminum breakaway transformer bases 
for evaluation.  One base was evaluated for use in retrofitting existing installations with larger 
bolt circles (15 to 17 in).  All four bases were found acceptable and added to the QPL 
(subsection 918.08C), available online at  
http://www.michigan.gov/documents/MDOT-Material_Source_Guide_Qualified_Products_84764_7.pdf. 
 

Figure 20.  Test setup for evaluation of 
transformer base per the qualification 
procedure. 11 in 
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CONCLUSIONS 
 

Investigation into the breakaway light standard collapse on southbound US-131 revealed the 
following probable cause of failure.  The slots to accommodate variable bolt circle sizes on the 
steel screw-in foundation allowed movement of the anchor bolts.  The improper installation of a 
non-approved Union Metal A2852 breakaway transformer base, by not using the required anchor 
clips, resulted in minimal washer contact to the breakaway transformer base tabs.  The sloped tab 
surface promoted freedom of movement from wind force and loosening of the foundation to 
breakaway transformer base connections on all but one bolt.  Wind force was then sufficient to 
overcome the resistive force of one bolt connection and break the tab.  As the wind that day was 
gusting from the west-southwest, blowing into oncoming traffic on southbound US-131, and the 
arm (weighing 100 lbs) was cantilevered out towards the roadway, the breakaway light standard 
collapsed in the general direction of the wind and roadway. 
 
Inspection reports compiled on all breakaway light standards indicate only 15 steel screw-in 
foundations were used statewide, or 0.6 percent.  All of these breakaway light standards were 
removed, as well as 56 others, representing 3 percent of the statewide total.  The new inspection 
procedure and QPL for the breakaway transformer base will ensure that proper installation is 
completed for new construction and retrofit installations.  Approved breakaway transformer 
bases have connection details to maximize the foundation contact area.  Further, a statewide 
database complete with GPS coordinates to track each single breakaway light standard ensures a 
known inventory and log of corrective actions taken.  Statewide inspection of breakaway light 
standards will occur every four years.  As a result, the likelihood of another breakaway light 
standard collapse due to improper installation is effectively minimized.   
 
The following action items developed as a result of the investigation into breakaway light 
standards: 
 

1. Statewide inspection of breakaway light standards every four years; 
2. A new template “Replacement of existing freeway lighting” was created for systematic 

replacement of light standards, including breakaway light standards.  Replacement will 
be included in new projects as selected annually by the Regions; 

3. Establish timetable and identify funding sources for Region maintenance forces to 
perform corrective action as noted in the report; 

4. Creation and maintenance of a qualified products list for breakaway transformer bases; 
5. Inspection of new and retrofit installations of breakaway light standards for compliance 

with the special provision; 
6. Prohibition of steel screw-in foundations. 

 
With proper maintenance, a typical breakaway light standard correctly installed on a concrete 
foundation can remain in service for at least 50 years, based on the design wind speed recurrence 
interval (MDOT Subsection 918.08).  Continued inspection will provide the margin of safety 
desired by the department, and assure the public that incidents of the type that occurred on 
November 23, 2004, will not be repeated. 
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Appendix A - MDOT Bureau of Highways Instructional Memorandum 2005-05 
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  OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
 

 
DATE:  April 22, 2005  
 
TO:   Region Engineers  

Region Delivery Engineers  
TSC Managers  
Resident/Project Engineers  
Region Construction Engineers  
 

FROM:  Larry E. Tibbits  
Chief Operations Officer  

 
John C. Friend  
Engineer of Delivery  
 

SUBJECT: Bureau of Highway Instructional Memorandum 2005-05  
Frangible Light Standard Transformer Base  
 

Recently, all frangible light standard transformer bases along state trunklines were inspected 
throughout the state. Based on the findings, the attached Special Provision for Frangible Light 
Standard Transformer Base is approved for use in projects advertised after March 1, 2005. After 
FHWA approval, the special provision will be added to the Frequently Used Special Provision 
lists with the following use statement, “Use on all projects with frangible light standard 
transformer bases.”  
 
In order for any frangible light standard transformer base to be used, it must be evaluated 
according to the attached Qualification Procedure for Frangible Light Standard Transformer 
Base Assembly and be listed in the Material Source Guide Qualified Product List. Suppliers of 
frangible light standard transformer bases must submit the required documentation immediately, 
as outlined in the qualification procedure.  
 
Effective immediately, steel shaft foundations are not permitted for any light supports, including 
retrofitting installations.  
 
If you have any questions, please contact the following Construction and Technology Support 
Area staff for assistance:  
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BOH IM 2005-05     -2-      April 22, 2005  
 

 Special Provision and Qualification Procedure   Steve Kahl 517-322-5707 
 Qualified Products List and Materials Source Guide  Steve Purdy 517-322-5665 

 
 
 
 
__________________________________ __________________________________  
Chief Operations Officer  Engineer of Delivery  
 
BOHD:C/T:RDT:kab  
 
Index: Sign and Lighting Standards  
 
Attachments  
 
cc: C & T Support Area Staff  

M. DeLong  
M. VanPortfleet  
C. Roberts  
J. Culp  
B. O’Brien  
S. El-Ahmad  
C. Rademacher  
P. Sebenick  
G. Moore  
K. Reincke  
T. Fudaly, FHWA  
MAPA  
MCPA  
MCA  
MAA  
MITA  
CRAM  
ACEC  
MPA 
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MICHIGAN 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 

 
SPECIAL PROVISION 

FOR 
FRANGIBLE LIGHT STANDARD TRANSFORMER BASE 

 
C&T:SCK 1 of 2 C&T:APPR:RDT:SJC:03-14-05 
     
 a. Description.  This special provision covers installation and material requirements for 
frangible light standard transformer bases.  
 
 b.  Materials.  Use only frangible transformer bases from the MDOT Qualified Products List 
(QPL).  The frangible transformer base must meet the requirements for breakaway supports 
listed in Section 12 of the 2001 American Association of State Highway and Transportation 
Officials (AASHTO) “Standard Specifications for Structural Supports for Highway Signs, 
Luminaires, and Traffic Signals.”   Furnish each base with four bolts, hex nuts, washers, and 
lock washers according to subsection 918.08.C of the Standard Specifications for Construction.  
Use foundation anchor bolts according to subsection 918.07.C, include lock washers. Galvanize 
bolts, nuts, washers, and lock washers according to subsection 908.15.B. 
 

c.  Construction.  Install frangible transformer bases according to subsection 819.03, and 
the requirements herein.  Install frangible transformer base on concrete foundations with a level 
top surface within a 1:480 slope.  Steel shaft foundations are not permitted.  Mount the frangible 
base directly on the concrete foundation and secure to the anchor bolts according to the 
frangible transformer base manufacturer’s installation instructions.   Use lock washers.  Do not 
use leveling nuts.  Mount the frangible transformer base to the concrete foundation so that the 
tabs project a minimum of ½ the anchor bolt diameter beyond the nut.  Complete the anchor 
bolt installation and tightening according to subsections 810.03.N.1, 810.03.N.2.b, and 
810.03.N.2.c.   
 

Tighten bolts connecting the pole to the frangible base to a snug tight condition according to 
subsection 707.03.D.7.  Use lock washers.  Do not use bolt or nut covers. 
 

Use a beveled washer to compensate for slope greater than 1:40 on surfaces of bolted parts 
in contact with the bolt head and nut according to subsection 810.03.N.2.c. 
 

d.  Disbursement.  The Engineer shall withhold in reserve an amount equal to 40 percent of 
the total contract value for the following pay items:  Light Std, Frangible Transformer Base and 
Light Std Fdn. 
 

e. Inspection.  After the Contractor has complied with the requirements as stated in this 
special provision, the Contractor shall notify the Engineer in writing requesting final inspection.  
The Engineer will have 21 calendar days from receipt of Contractor's written request to 
schedule and complete all inspections.  The Engineer shall contact the Construction and 
Technology Division, Structural Fabrication Engineer at (517) 322-1235, to schedule and 
conduct the inspection.  Inspections shall be according to subsections 707.03.D.7.c, 810.03.N.1, 
810.03.N.2.b, 810.03.N.2.c, 819.03 and this special provision. 
 

f. Reporting. The Structural Fabrication Engineer shall notify the Engineer within the 21 
calendar day inspection period relative to acceptance or rejection of any items.  Written 
inspection reports will be provided to the Engineer within the 21 calendar day inspection period.   
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Any rejectable items found shall be corrected according to subsections 707.03.D.7.c, 

810.03.N.1, 810.03.N.2.b, 810.03.N.2.c, 819.03 and this special provision at the Contractor's 
expense. 
 

g. Measurement and Payment. The payment to furnish all labor, materials, tools, 
equipment, and incidentals for installation shall be included in the pay item(s) Light Std, 
Frangible Transformer Base and Light Std Fdn.   
 

No extension of time and/or additional compensation shall be granted to the Contractor for 
delays resulting from the Contractor's failure to notify the Engineer in writing of the need for 
inspection, or any delays associated with the specified 21 calendar day inspection period.  
Payment of the amounts held in reserve for the pay items listed above can only be made after 
the Engineer has received notification of acceptance of the items inspected from the Structural 
Fabrication Engineer.   
 

Other contract items (pay items) in subsection 819.04 for light standard installation shall be 
paid for separately.   
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Qualification Procedure 
For 

Frangible Light Standard Transformer Base Assembly 
 
1. Scope 
 

1.1  This document covers the qualification procedure for Frangible Light 
Standard Transformer Base Assembly.  It includes the procedures to be 
followed by manufacturers or suppliers in order to have their products 
included on MDOT’s Qualified Products List (QPL). 

 
1.2  MDOT reserves the right to randomly sample product from lots or jobsite 

as required to verify conformance. 
 
2. Submittal Procedure 
 

 2.1 Submit a cover letter and a frangible light standard transformer base along 
with the required information listed in Section 2.2 for each product to the MDOT 
address listed below.  The cover letter should state the name of the designated 
company contact person to whom inquiries may be made.  Mail to: 

 
  Structures Unit, Experimental Studies Group 
  Construction & Technology Division 
  8885 Ricks Road 
  P.O. Box 30049 
  Lansing, Mi 48909 
 

 2.2 Product Data Sheets - Include product literature describing the product’s 
use and other pertinent information such as manufacturer’s name and address, 
model & lot number, dimensional sheets, hardware, material composition, and 
the following information: 

 
 2.2.1 Certification that the product is crash worthy to the requirements 

of NCHRP Report 350 Test Level 3, and meets the additional 
requirements of the American Association of State Highway and 
Transportation Officials (AASHTO) “Standard Specifications for 
Structural Supports for Highway Signs, Luminaires, and Traffic Signals” 
Section 12, Breakaway Supports. 

 
 2.2.2 Submit a copy of the FHWA approval letter for the product use 

on the National Highway System.  Provide certification that the product  
 
 
 
 

F819.03A (New 2005) 
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 submitted has the same chemistry, mechanical properties, and geometry 
as the FHWA approved product. 

  
 2.2.3 Submit a copy of the test report by an independent facility of the 

dynamic performance (crash) test outlined in the standards in 2.2.1 
above.  

 
 2.2.4 Provide clear instructions for installation, including base bolt 

size, anchor bolt size, washer configuration and material, distance base 
tabs project beyond the nut for the specified bolt circle, and nut 
tightening procedures.  Lock washers must be included with the base 
bolts and anchor bolts. 

 
 2.2.5 Provide information on the design strength of the frangible light 

standard transformer base, including maximum pole mounting height 
and weight, and ability to carry the loads as specified in AASHTO  
“Standard Specifications for Structural Supports for Highway Signs, 
Luminaires, and Traffic Signals”  Section 3, Loads. 

 
3. Evaluation 
 

3.1 Certified to meet NCHRP Report 350 and AASHTO dynamic 
performance criteria. 

 
3.2 Frangible light standard transformer bases must conform to the 

dimensional tolerances given in the FHWA approved drawing submitted in 
section 2.2.  The base tabs must project a minimum of ½ the anchor bolt 
diameter beyond the nut for the specified bolt circle.  Base tabs must be 
able to withstand snug tightening with a lock washer and a 1:20 beveled 
washer in place without damage. 

 
3.3 Completed submittals will be evaluated by MDOT throughout the year.   

The submitted information will be reviewed for conformance to the 
specified requirements.  If the product meets the requirements, it will be 
included on the QPL.  The submitter will be notified in writing concerning 
the results of the evaluation.  MDOT reserves the right to verify submitted 
test information or re-evaluate a product at any time by conducting its own 
tests. 

 
4. Disqualification 
 

 4.1 A product may be removed immediately from the QPL if any problems 
develop related to installation or performance. The submitter will be notified in 
writing of the effective date of product removal and the reasons for 
disqualification. 

F819.03A (New 2005) 
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5. Requalification 
 

 5.1 A product which has been disqualified and removed from the QPL will be 
considered for re-evaluation only after submittal of a written request along with 
acceptable evidence that the problems causing the disqualification have been 
corrected.  The requirements for qualification, as specified in this document, also 
apply for requalification of the product at the qualification period. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

F819.03A (New 2005)
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Appendix B - Inspection procedure and form for breakaway transformer base light standards 
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MICHIGAN DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 

CONSTRUCTION AND TECHNOLOGY SUPPORT AREA 
PROCEDURE FOR THE INSPECTION OF 

BREAKAWAY LIGHT STANDARDS 
 
I.  General Inspection Procedure 
 
  a.  Description:  This procedure describes the requirements for inspecting the structural 
elements of breakaway light standards. 
 
  b.  Establish Structure Location:  Location information should include Region name, county 
name, route number, control section, and description of the light standard location using global 
position system (GPS) coordinates, visible reference (intersections, buildings) to facilitate future 
inspections.  Also, reference quadrant when facing north (at intersections) and stationing or mile 
markers if available. 
 
  c.  General Light Standard Inspection:  If the structure information is not on the inspection 
form, the following should be noted: record upright material (aluminum or steel), coating 
material (galvanized or painted), and upright diameter at the base.  Measure and record as much 
additional data as possible (arm diameter, arm length, upright diameter taper, etc.).  A 25 foot 
collapsible survey rod aids in obtaining many of the dimensions.  A set of light standard detail 
sheets can be used to determine the dimensions that cannot be measured for the clamp type arm 
to upright connection.  Use photographs as needed to supplement inspection data. 
 
Visually inspect the condition of the structure’s components.  This may require the use of 
binoculars or other visual aids.  The inspection shall include the arm to upright connection as 
well as the base to foundation connection.  Note any unusual gaps between the connection 
flanges, loose or missing bolts, washers, lock washers, missing hardware, cracked welds, cracks 
in the clamps and clamp ends, miss alignment or sagging of the arm.  Luminaries should be 
inspected to ensure they are secure to the arm.  Note unsecured or missing access panel covers.  
Also, note any signs mounted on the upright or arm.  Estimate size and mounting locations of 
these signs. 
 
Check the vertical support for plumbness using a 4 foot level.  Record any tilt as inches per 
length of level (i.e. 1 ½ inches in 4 feet), either towards the roadway or away from the roadway.  
Also, measure and record any longitudinal tilt (i.e. upright tilts 2 inches in 4 feet north or south). 
 
PRIOR TO INSPECTION OF INTERIOR OF BREAKAWAY BASE REVIEW SAFETY 
REQUIRMENTS IN SECTION III b. 
 
  d.  Inspection of Base:  Using a permanent marker, mark the corresponding bolt numbers on the 
vertical support for future reference.  For frangible bases (Breakaway) top nut & bolt shall be 
labeled T1-T4.  The bottom anchor bolts shall be labeled B1-B4.  Use the following bolt number 
sequence, begin with right back quadrant away from traffic, and face roadway numbering in a 
clockwise order.  Nut covers or base plate covers (if any) are to be removed.  Note removal of 
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the covers on the report.  Do not replace nut covers or base plate covers on top of the breakaway 
base.  Nut covers can typically be removed with either a socket wrench or screwdriver.  Remove 
any accumulated debris under the covers prior to inspection. 
 
e. Upright to breakaway base (bolts T1-T4): Measure and record the bolt diameter and the 
number of threads in one inch, along with the bolt circle diameter.  Record the number, size, and 
type of washers present.  Look for missing or damaged bolts or nuts (gouges, corrosion).  Also, 
note any bolts that have been bent to align with holes in the base plate.  Note any bolts that are 
lower than the top of the nut.  If the bolt is lower, measure the depth and mark it on the 
inspection form in the box corresponding to the bolt number.  Visually inspect any welds in the 
base (gussets, vertical support to base connection) looking for cracks or unusual welds.  Also, 
note and record any damage (corrosion, cracks, gouges, dents) to the base, gussets, and vertical 
support. Replace missing nuts/washers/lock washers as needed. 
 
Tightening of the bolt nuts can be done using an appropriately sized spud wrench, spanner 
wrench or socket wrench.  The nut is tightened until no further movement takes place.  Any 
broken anchor bolts should be easily identified as both the nut and the bolt will continue to twist 
with little applied torque.  If only the nut rotates under the applied torque, complete the 
tightening.  Note all the nuts that require tightening on the inspection report. 
 
f. Breakaway base to foundation (bolts B1-B4): Determine the type of foundation (steel screw-in 
or concrete).  Inspect the condition of the foundation, noting any spalling, cracks, and general 
deterioration. Measure and record the anchor bolt diameter and the number of threads in one 
inch, along with the bolt circle diameter.  Record the number, size, and type of washers present.  
Look for missing or damaged anchor bolts or nuts (gouges, corrosion).  Also, note any bolts that 
have been bent to align with holes in the breakaway base plate.  Note any bolts that are lower 
than the top of the nut.  If the bolt is lower, measure the depth and mark it on the inspection form 
in the box corresponding to the bolt number.  Visually inspect any welds in the base (gussets, 
vertical support to base connection) looking for cracks or unusual welds.  Note any leveling nuts 
on the report.  Replace missing nuts/washers/lock washers as needed. 
 
Tightening of the bolt nuts can be done using an appropriately sized spud wrench, spanner 
wrench or socket wrench.  The nut is tightened until no further movement takes place.  Any 
broken anchor bolts should be easily identified as both the nut and the bolt will continue to twist 
with little applied torque.  If only the nut rotates under the applied torque, complete the 
tightening.  Note all the nuts that require tightening on the inspection report. 
 
II. Procedure for the Inspection of High Strength Bolts at Arm to Upright Connection.   
 
  a.  Description: This section of the inspection procedure describes the requirements for 
inspecting the bolts connecting the luminaire arm to the upright.  This connection is a single or 
double arm connection with two to four (possibly more) bolts per connection depending on the 
type of arm to upright connection.  The arm to upright connection is a clamp connection with the 
arm welded to one side of the clamp.  Locate bolts on the other side of the clamp (the side 
opposite traffic) with the clamp bolted around the upright.  Record connection method in “arm to 
upright comments” box.   
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  b.  Field Inspection: With the through bolt connections and clamp connections, as a minimum, 
each bolt end should be at least flush with the nut.  If there is not at least a flush condition 
between the bolt end and the nut, record this in the inspection report.  Each bolt should have a 
flat washer on the bolt head end and a flat washer and lock washer on the nut end.  Record any 
parts that are missing or not in their proper location.  All bolts, nuts and washers should be 
galvanized.  Record any signs of rust.  Visually examine the contact area and record any gap. 
 
All types of luminaire arm to upright connections require visual inspection of the welds.  The 
vertical welds connecting plates to the sides to the upright are critical in nature and require extra 
attention.  Pay close attention to welds wrapping around corners on gusset stiffener plates at the 
arm to upright connection.  The arm may be two piece with a slip joint connection near the 
midpoint of the arm span.  If a slip joint exists, visually examine the longitudinal seam weld at 
that location.  Record any visible cracks, noting size and location.  Record the total arm length.  
 
III.  Report Writing, Safety and Equipment 
 
  a.  Reporting Procedure: All written reports shall be legible, accurate, and detailed.  These 
documents will be used as evidence of work performed (pay item).  Payment for work will not be 
made if data gathered are illegible or undecipherable.  Photographs are to be dated and provided 
in jpg format on cd media, including an index to the pictures.  
 
Any unusual or potentially dangerous conditions must be reported immediately to the Michigan 
Department of Transportation, Construction and Technology Support Area at 517-322-1235. 
 
  b.  Safety:  Prior to inspection of breakaway base interior verify that electricity is OFF 
using a voltage detector.  All inspections and related work shall follow MIOSHA safety 
standards (use of safety apparel and equipment safety guards).  Safety apparel and equipment 
(hard hats, leather gloves, harnesses, lanyards, safety glasses, safety shoes, safety vest) must be 
worn by all workers. 
 
c. Equipment/Tool List:      
Voltage protection gloves    Voltage detector 
24 oz ball-peen hammer    Screwdrivers (flathead and Philips) 
4 foot level      Binoculars 
Box of rags for cleaning    25 foot collapsible survey rod 
12 foot tape measure     Report form:  Light Standard Inspection 
6 inch ruler      GPS unit 
Round point shovel     Digital camera 
Wrenches (Spud, Spanner or Socket)   Cell phone 
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BREAKAWAY BASE LIGHT STANDARD INSPECTION 
      
REPORT NO.  INSPECTED BY DATE 

REGION  COUNTY ROUTE 

CONTROL SECTION  JOB. NO.  INTERSECTION 
  

LOCATION 
  
  

 GPS UNIT # 
  

 LATITUDE: 
  

 LONGITUDE: 

  
HEIGHT OF UPRIGHT  UPRIGHT DIAMETER  UPRIGHT TAPER 

  
  

 UPRIGHT TILT 
  □  GALVANIZED 

□  PAINTED 

□  ALUMINUM 
UPRIGHT CONDITION  ARM TO UPRIGHT CONNECTION TYPE AND WELD CONNECTION 

NUMBER OF ARMS  ARM TYPE    
□ SINGLE           □ DOUBLE 
  

 ARM LENGTH 

  
ARM TO UPRIGHT CONNECTION 
  

 NUMBER OF BOLTS 
  

  

 BOLT DIAMETER 
  

 BOLT CONDITION 
  
  
  

 UPRIGHT TO BREAKAWAY BASE CONNECTION 
T1 T2 T3 T4 

 
BREAK-AWAY BASE TO UPRIGHT 
BOLTS  (dia., condition) 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

T1 T2 T3 T4 
 

BREAK-AWAY BASE TO UPRIGHT 
NUTS  (loose, missing, etc) 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

WASHER PRESENT T1 T2 T3 T4 
 

FLAT WASHER        
  
  

LOCK WASHER         
  
  

ANCHOR BOLT CONNECTIONS    
B1 B2 B3 B4 

 BREAK-AWAY BASE TO 
FOUNDATION ANCHOR 
BOLT/NUT (dia., condition, loose, 
missing, etc.) 

  
  

  
  

  
  

  
  
  
  

B1 B2 B3 B4 
 

PROJECTION OF FOUNDATION 
ANCHOR BOLT BEYOND  NUT 

  
  

  
  

  
  

  
  

B1 B2 B3 B4 

LEVELING NUT PRESENT ON 
FOUNDATION ANCHOR BOLTS 

  
  

  
  

  
  

  
  
  
  

FLAT WASHER TYPE   
TRIANGLE RECTANGLE ROUND NONE OTHER 

AND NUMBER 
          

LOCK WASHER 
B1 B2 B3 B4  

            
ANCHOR BOLT/NUT COMMENTS (bolt diameter, bolt circle diameter, # of threads per inch, thread condition, plumbness, corrosion, I.D. #, etc) 

BREAKAWAY BASE THICKNESS AT FOUNDATION ANCHOR BOLT BREAKAWAY BASE MAKE, MODEL, YEAR, AND CONDITION (cracked, 
broken, etc) 
  

BREAKAWAY BASE PROFILE AT ANCHOR BOLT FOUNDATION ANCHOR BOLT  FOUNDATION TYPE (steel, concrete ) 

NUT OR BASE COVER    □ YES  □  NO 
  
  

 HANDHOLE COVER  □  YES   □  NO 
  
  

 ACCESS PANEL  □ YES  □  NO 
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Appendix C - FHWA Approval letter of April 17, 1978, Union Metal A2852 breakaway 
transformer base 
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Appendix D 
FHWA Office of Engineering Policy Memorandum HNG-14 
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